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Introduction

Surveillance systems for the maritime domain are becoming more and more important. The
increasing threats coming from illegal smuggling, immigration, illegal fishing, oil spills, and,
in some part of the world, piracy make the protection of coastal areas a necessary requirement. Moreover, the control of vessel traffic is often correlated to environment protection
issues, since vessels carrying dangerous goods (e.g., oil-tankers) can cause huge environmental disasters.
There exist various surveillance systems for the maritime domain, including Vessel Monitoring Systems (VMS) [Nol99], Automatic Identification System (AIS) [Har00], ship- and
land-based radars [AFGG10], air- and space-born Synthetic- Aperture Radar (SAR) systems
[Sou99], harbour-based visual surveillance [RBSW06], and Vessel Traffic Services (VTS)
systems [Can91]. Data from several information sources generated by multiple heterogeneous sensors are fused in order to provide vessel traffic monitoring. Examples are systems
combining AIS data with SAR-imagery [SEZ+ 11], buoy-mounted sensors with land radars
[KO10, FGSL12], visual- with radar-based surveillance [RMS08], and multiple ship-based
sensors [WNR+ 09].
A widely used solution for maritime surveillance consists in combining radar and AIS
information [CCG07]. However, radar sensors and AIS data are not sufficient to ensure a
complete solution for the vessel traffic monitoring problem, due to the following limitations.
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FIGURE 1.1 Background subtraction. The frames in input are used to create a model of the observed
scene (BG model) and to detect the foreground pixels (FG mask).

FIGURE 1.2 Challenges in the maritime scenario. a) Sun reflections. b) Boat wakes. c) Waves on the
water surface. The images in this figure are taken from the MAR data set [MAR].

• The AIS signal may not be available for cooperative targets (e.g., AIS device not
activated or malfunctioning).
• The recognition task for non-cooperative (non-AIS) targets can be addressed only
by analysing visual features (e.g., color, shape, plates).
• Radar-based systems are not suitable for vessel traffic monitoring in populated
areas, due to high electro-magnetic radiation emissions.
Replacing radars with cameras can be a feasible and low-cost solution for addressing the
problem of maritime surveillance, without the need of placing radar antennas in populated
areas [BI09].
In this chapter, the use of background subtraction (BS) for detecting moving objects
in the maritime domain is discussed. BS is a popular method that aims at identifying
the moving regions (the foreground, FG) by comparing the current frame with a model
of the scene background (BG) as shown in Fig. 1.1. The possibility of achieving real-time
performance made BS appealing for being the initial step for a number of higher-level tasks,
such as tracking, object recognition, and detection of abnormal behaviors [CFBM10].
Maritime domain is one of the most challenging scenarios for automatic video surveillance due to the complexity of the scene to be observed. Indeed, sun reflections (Fig. 1.2a),
boat wakes (Fig. 1.2b), and waves on the water surface (Fig. 1.2c) contribute to generate a
highly dynamic background. In addition, weather issues (such as heavy rain or fog), gradual
and sudden illumination variations (e.g., clouds), motion changes (e.g., camera jitter due
to winds), and modifications of the background geometry (e.g., parked boats) can provoke
false detections.
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An appropriate BG model has to deal with all the above mentioned issues. In particular,
the model has to provide an approximation for a multi-modal probability distribution, that
can address the problem of modeling an inherently dynamic and fast changing background.
Solutions based on a predefined distribution (e.g., Gaussian) for creating the BG model can
result ineffective, due to the need of modeling non-regular patterns [TNB06].
A method for producing a “discretization” of an unknown distribution that can model
the highly dynamic background that is typical of the maritime domain is provided in the
following. Furthermore, a publicly available data set of videos and images called MAR
- Maritime Activity Recognition data set [MAR], that contains data coming from real
systems and from multiple maritime scenarios is presented. MAR includes video sequences
with varying light and weather conditions, together with ground truth information.
The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. The state-of-the-art is analyzed
in the next Section 1.2, while a multi-modal approach for creating a robust BG model,
including a noise removal module, designed to filter out false positives generated by shadows,
reflections, and boat wakes, is presented in Section 1.3. A quantitative evaluation on publicly
available data is reported in Section 1.4. Section 1.5 provides the conclusions.

1.2

State of the Art

BS is generally composed by two stages
1. The background initialization, where the first model of the background is generated.
2. The model updating, where the information in the BG model is updated to take
into account the changes in the observed scene.
Since BS is highly dependent on the creation of the BG model to be effective, how to obtain
an accurate model is the key issue. A series of variable aspects, depending also on the kind of
environment considered, such as illumination changes (gradual and sudden) [NB06], shadows
[CGPP03], camera jitter (due to winds) [EESA08], movement of background elements (e.g.,
trees swaying in the breeze) [Wal], and changes in the background geometry (e.g., parked
cars, moved furniture) [TFL+ 11] make the BG model generation an hard problem.

1.2.1

Classification of BG Modeling Methods

Different classifications of BS methods have been proposed in literature. Cristani et al. in
[CFBM10] organize BS algorithms in four classes
(i) Per-pixel. The class of per-pixel approaches (e.g [CGPP03, SG99]) consider each
pixel signal as an independent process. This class of approaches requires the
minimum computational effort and can achieve real-time performance.
(ii) Per-region. Region-based algorithms (e.g., [HP06, MP04]) usually divide the
frames into blocks and calculate block-specific features in order to obtain the
foreground. This provides a more robust description of the visual appearance of
the observed scene. Indeed, information coming from a set of pixels can be used
to model parts of the background scene which are locally oscillating or moving
slightly, like leafs or flags. Moreover, considering a region of the image instead
of a single pixel allows to compute histograms and to extract edges that can be
useful for filtering out false positives.
(iii) Per-frame. Frame-level methods look for global changes in the scene (e.g.,
[ORP00, SRP+ 01]). Per-frame approaches can be used to deal with sudden illu-
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TABLE 1.1

Three possible classifications of background subtraction methods

Cristani et al. [CFBM10]
Per-pixel
Per-region
Per-frame
Multi-stage

Cheung and Kamath [CK04]

Mittal and Paragios [MP04]

Recursive

Predictive

Non-Recursive

Non-Predictive

mination changes involving the entire frame, such as switching the lights on and
off in an indoor scene or cloud passing by the sun in an outdoor one.
(iv) Multi-stage. Multi-stage methods (e.g., [WS06, TKBM99]) combine the previous
approaches in a serial process. Multiple steps are performed at different levels, in
order to refine the final result.
Cheung and Kamath in [CK04] identify two classes of BS methods, namely recursive and
non-recursive.
(i) Recursive algorithms (e.g., [SG99]) recursively update a single background model
based on each new input frame. As a result, input frames from distant past could
have an effect on the current background model [EESA08].
(ii) Non-recursive approaches (e.g., [CGPP03, ORP00]) maintain a buffer of previous video frames (created using a sliding-window approach) and estimate the
background model based on a statistical analysis of these frames.
The simplest, but rather effective, recursive approaches are Adjacent Frame Difference
(FD) and Mean-Filter (MF) [TKBM99]. As its name suggests, FD operates by subtracting
a current pixel value from its previous value, marking it as foreground if absolute difference
is greater than a threshold. MF computes an on-line estimate of a Gaussian distribution
from a buffer of recent pixel values either in the form of single Gaussians (SGM) [WADP97,
JDWR00] or mixture of Gaussians (MGM) [FR97, SG00, EHD00] or by using different
approaches (e.g., median [CGPP03] or minimum-maximum values [HHD00]).
A third classification [MP04] divides existing BS methods in predictive and nonpredictive.
(i) Predictive algorithms (e.g., [DCWS03]) model the scene as a time series and develop a dynamical model to recover the current input based on past observations.
(ii) Non-predictive techniques (e.g., [SG99, EHD00]) neglect the order of the input
observations and build a probabilistic representation of the observations at a
particular pixel.

1.2.2

Background Modeling on Water Background

While there are many general approaches for background modeling in dynamic environments, only a few of them have been tested on water scenarios.
As suggested by Ablavsky in [Abl03], for dealing with water background it is fundamental
to integrate a pixel-wise statistical model with a global model of the movement of the scene
(for example, by using optical flow). Indeed, the BG model has to be sensitive enough
to detect the moving objects, adapting to long-term lighting and structural changes (e.g.,
objects entering the scene and becoming stationary). It needs also to rapidly adjust to
sudden changes. By combining the statistical model with the optical flow computation it is
possible to satisfy simultaneously both the sensitivity to foreground motion and the ability
to model sudden background changes (e.g., due to waves and boat wakes).
Monnet et al. in [MMPR03] present an on-line auto-regressive model to capture and
predict the behavior of dynamic scenes. A prediction mechanism is used to determine the
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frame to be observed by using the k latest observed images. Ocean waves are considered
as an example of a scene to be described as dynamic and with non-stationary properties in
time.
Spencer and Shah in [SS04] propose an approach to determine real world scale as well
as other factors, including wave height, sea state, and wind speed, from uncalibrated water
frames. Fourier transforms of individual frames are used to find the energy at various spatial frequencies, while Principal Component Analysis (PCA) of the whole video sequence
followed by another Fourier transformation are used to find the energy at various temporal frequencies. The approach works only for water waves in the open ocean due to some
assumptions on wavelengths that can be not valid in a different scenario (e.g., a water
channel).
Zhong and Sclaroff [ZS03] describe an algorithm that explicitly models the dynamic,
textured background via an Auto-Regressive Moving Average (ARMA) model. A Kalman
filter algorithm is used for estimating the intrinsic appearance of the dynamic texture.
Unfortunately, this approach is not usable in real time application, since the authors claim
a computational speed of 8 seconds per frame.
Related to the detection of reflective surfaces, two approaches have been proposed by
Rankin et al. in [RMH04] and by He and Hu in [HH09]. Both solutions are based on the
analysis of the HSV color space of the images. Indeed, the single components H (hue), S
(saturation), and V (value or brightness) have specific behaviors that allows to detect in
which part of the image the reflective surface is.

1.2.3

Open Source BS Algorithms

The possibility of having the source code of the BS methods proposed in literature represents
a key point towards the generation of more and more accurate foreground masks and towards
a wider application of this technology. Usually, the approach by Stauffer and Grimson
[SG99] is used as a gold-standard, given that implementations of more recent algorithms
are not always available [VCWL12]. In the following, two libraries containing open source
BS methods are presented.
OpenCV

OpenCV library [Ope] provides the source code for a set of well-known BS methods. In
particular, OpenCV library version 2.4.4 includes
(i) MOG [KB01]. A Gaussian mixture-based BS algorithm that provides a solution
for dealing with some limitations of the original approach by Stauffer and Grimson [SG99] related to the slow learning rate at the beginning, especially in busy
environments.
(ii) MOG 2 [Ziv04]. An improved adaptive Gaussian mixture model similar to the
standard Stauffer and Grimson one [SG99] with additional selection of the number of the Gaussian components. The code is very fast and performs also shadow
detection.
(iii) GMG [GMG12]. A BS algorithm for dealing with variable-lighting conditions. A
probabilistic segmentation algorithm identifies possible foreground regions by using Bayesian inference with an estimated time-varying background model and an
inferred foreground model. The estimates are adaptive to accommodate variable
illumination.
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BGSLibrary [Sob13] is an OpenCV based C++ BS library containing the source code for
both native methods from OpenCV and several approaches proposed in literature. The
library offers more than 30 BS algorithms and a JAVA graphical user interface (GUI), that
can be used for comparing the different methods, is also provided.

1.2.4

Data Sets for BS Benchmarking

A complete and updated list of BS methods and publicly available data sets can be found
in the “Background Subtraction - Site web” [Bou13]. A section of such website is dedicated
to the available implementations of both traditional (e.g., statistical methods [Bou11]) and
recent emerging approaches (e.g., fuzzy background modeling [Bou11]). Another section
contains links and references for available data sets.
Image Sequences

Some image sequences with water background have been used in literature for evaluating
the performance of BS methods.
• Jug [Jug]: A foreground jug floats through the background rippling water.
• Water Surface [Wat]: A person walks in front of a water surface with moving
waves.
• UCSD Background Subtraction Data set [UCS]. The data set consists of a total
of 18 video sequences, some of them containing water background. In particular
“Birds”, “Boats”, “Flock”, “Ocean”, “Surf”, “Surfers”, and “Zodiac” sequences
are related to maritime scenarios.
Changedetection.net Video Data Set

Changedetection.net [Cha12, Cha12] is a benchmark data set containing several video sequences that can be used to quantitatively evaluate BS methods. Five sequences containing
water background are included in the category “Dynamic Background”.
MAR - Maritime Activity Recognition Data Set

MAR [MAR] is a collection of maritime video streams and images, with ground truth data,
that can be used for evaluating the performance of automatic video surveillance systems
and of computer vision techniques such as tracking and video stabilization. In particular,
for each video the following details are provided:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sensor type (electro-optical EO or infrared IR);
Camera type (static or moving);
Location;
Light conditions;
Foreground masks to evaluate foreground segmentation;
Annotations with the bounding box vertexes to evaluate detection;
Identification numbers to evaluate data association and tracking over time.

In addition, the videos have been recorded with varying observing angles and weather
conditions. At this moment the data set contains
(i) A selection of images containing boats from the publicly available VOC data base
[EGW+ 10].
(ii) EO and IR videos recorded in a VTS centre in Italy.
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(iii) EO and IR videos recorded in a VTS centre in the North of Europe.
(iv) EO videos from the ARGOS system [BI09] monitoring the Grand Canal in Venice.
All the above video sequences are available for downloading from the MAR - Maritime
Activity Recognition data set homepage [MAR].

1.2.5

Discussion

Although state-of-the-art approaches can deal with dynamic background, a real-time, complete, and effective solution for maritime scenes does not yet exist. In particular, water
background is more difficult than other kinds of dynamic background since waves on the
water surface do not belong to the foreground even though they involve motion. Moreover,
sun reflections on the water surface do not have the same behavior of a reflective surface.
As stated by Cheung et al. in [CWS+ 06], FD is the worst approach for computing
dynamic background, since the key point for solving the problem of modeling a water
background is to take into account the time-series nature of the problem.
Per-pixel approaches (e.g., [SG99]) usually fail because the rich and dynamic textures
typical of the water background cause large changes at an individual pixel level [DMG08].
A non-parametric approach (e.g., [EHD00]) cannot learn all the changes, since on the water
surface the changes do not present any regular patterns [TNB06]. More complex approaches
(e.g., [SS05, ZS03, ZYS+ 08]), can obtain better results at the cost of increasing the computational load of the process.
In the next section, a multi-stage (per-pixel, per-region), non-recursive, non-predictive,
and real-time BS approach is described. The method has been specifically designed for
dealing with water background, but can be successfully applied to every scenario [BI12].
The algorithm is currently in use within a real 24/7 video surveillance system∗ for the
control of naval traffic in Venice [BI09].
The key aspects of the method are
1. An on-line clustering algorithm to capture the multi-modal nature of the background without maintaining a buffer with the previous frames.
2. A model update mechanism that can detect changes in the background geometry.
3. A noise removal module to help in filtering out false positives due to reflections
and boat wakes.
Quantitative experiments show the advantages of the developed method over several
state-of-the-art algorithms implemented in the well-known OpenCV [Ope] library and its
real-time performance.
The approach has been implemented in C++ by using OpenCV functions and it is released as an open source code∗ . All the data used for the evaluation phase can be downloaded
from the publicly available MAR - Maritime Activity Recognition data set [MAR].

1.3

Multi-modal Background Modeling

The analysis of water background highlights the presence of non-regular patterns. In Fig. 1.3,
RGB and HSV color histograms of a pixel from the Jug sequence [Jug] over 50 frames are
reported. RGB values (shown in the three histograms on the top of Fig. 1.3) are distributed

∗ http://www.argos.venezia.it
∗ http://www.dis.uniroma1.it/

~bloisi/software/imbs.html
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FIGURE 1.3 RGB and HSV values of a pixel (white dot) from frame 7120 to frame 7170 of Jug sequence
[Jug]. The x-axis represents the color component values, while on the y -axis the number of occurrences are
reported. HSV values are scaled to fit to [0, 255].

FIGURE 1.4 RGB and HSV values of a pixel (white dot) from frame 50 to frame 150 of sequence 1
from the MAR dataset [MAR]. The x-axis represents the color component values, while on the y -axis the
number of occurrences are reported. HSV values are scaled to fit to [0, 255].

over a large part of the spectrum [0, 255]. In particular, red values range from 105 to 155.
HSV values (shown in the three histograms on the bottom of Fig. 1.3) also cover a large part
of the spectrum and are characterized by a strong division in several bins. A more marked
distribution over the whole spectrum can be observed analyzing a pixel location affected by
reflections (see Fig. 1.4). In this second example, the red values range from 85 to 245.
In order to cope with such a strongly varying behavior, a possible solution is to create a
discretization of an unknown distribution by using an on-line clustering mechanism. Each
pixel of the background is modeled by a set of bins of variable size, without any a priori
assumption about the observed distribution. To further validate the hypothesis that the
color value distributions from the two examples reported in Fig. 1.3 and Fig. 1.4 are not
Gaussian, the Anderson-Darling test [ZXD10] has been applied to those color values and
the hypothesis of normality has been rejected for all the color components.
The proposed method is called Independent Multi-modal Background Subtraction
(IMBS) and is described in Alg. 1. The main idea behind IMBS is to assign to each pixel
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Algorithm 1 Independent Multi-modal Background Subtraction (IMBS).
Input: I, P, N, D, A, α, β, τS , τH , ω, θ
Output: F
Data Structure: B
Initialize: k = 1, ts = 0, ∀ i, j B(i,j) (ts ) = ⊘
for each I(t) do
if t − ts > P then
Sk = I(t)
BGF ormation(Sk , D, A, k)
ts = t
k = (k + 1)
Fmask (t) ← F GComputation(I(t), A)
Ffiltered (t) ← N oiseSuppression(Fmask (t), α, β, τS , τH , ω, θ)
F (t) ← M odelU pdate(Ffiltered (t), Sk );
if k = N then
k=1

FIGURE 1.5

The modular architecture of IMBS approach.

p a set of values representing the discretization of the background color distribution in p
over a period of time R. The BG model B is computed through a per-pixel, on-line statistical analysis of N frames from the video sequence in input (called scene samples Sk with
1 ≤ k ≤ N ) that are selected on the basis of a sampling period P .
Each element B(i, j) of the BG model is a set of pairs {c, f (c)}, where c is the discrete
representation of a set of adjacent colors in a given color space (e.g., a range in RGB or
HSV space) and f (c) is the number of occurrences of c (i.e., of colors within the range
represented by c) in the sample set. After processing all the sample set, only those colors
that have enough occurrences are maintained in the background model. This per-pixel BG
model generation, that allows to achieve a high computational speed, is followed by a perregion analysis aiming at removing false positives due to possible compression artifacts,
shadows, reflections, and boat wakes.
A diagram illustrating the IMBS algorithm is reported in Fig. 1.5. I(t) is the current
image at time t, B is the BG model, Sk is the last processed scene sample and ts its time
stamp. The following are the input parameters.
• A is the association threshold. A pixel p in position (i, j) is considered a foreground point if the condition dist(c, B(i, j)) ≥ A holds. Typical values for A are
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Algorithm 2 Background Formation.
Input: Sk , D, A, k, N, P
Data Structure: B
for each pixel p ∈ Sk having color value v do
if k = 1 then
add couple {v, 1} to B(i, j)
else
for each couple T := {c, f (c)} ∈ B(i, j) do
if |v − c|j ≤ A thenk
c′ ←

c ·f (c)+v
f (c+1)
{c′ , f (c + 1)}

T ←
break;
else
add couple {v, 1} to B(i, j)
if k = N then
for each couple T := {c, f (c)} ∈ B(i, j) do
if f (c) < D then
delete T ;

•
•
•
•
•

in the interval [5, 20].
D is the minimal number of occurrences to consider a color value c to be a
significant background value. Typical values for D are in [2, 4].
N is the number of scene samples to be analyzed. Usually, good results can be
achieved when N is in the range [20, 30].
P is the sampling period expressed in milliseconds (ms). Depending on the monitored scene (static vs. dynamic background), the values for P are in [250, 1000].
α, β, τS , and τH are used for filtering out shadow pixels [CGPP03].
θ and ω are used for managing reflections. If the monitored scene is affected by
reflections, these parameters can be used for removing false positives on the basis
of the brightness of the detected foreground pixels.

1.3.1

Background Formation

The procedure BG-F ormation (see Alg. 2) creates the background model, while the routine
F G-Computation (see Alg. 3) generates the binary FG image Fmask .
Let I(t) be the W × H input frame at time t, and Fmask (t) the corresponding foreground
mask. The BG model B is a matrix of H rows and W columns. Each element B(i, j) of
the matrix is a set of couples {c, f (c)}, where c is a value in a given color space (e.g.,
RGB or HSV) and f (c) → [1, N ] is a function returning the number of pixels in the scene
sample Sk (i, j) associated with the color component values denoted by c. Modeling each
pixel by binding all the color channels in a single element has the advantage of capturing
the statistical dependencies between the color channels, instead of considering each channel
independently.
Each pixel in a scene sample Sk is associated with an element of B according to A (see
Alg. 2). Once the last sample SN has been processed, if a couple T has a number f (c) of
associated samples greater or equal to D, namely T := {c, f (c) ≥ D}, then its color value
c becomes a significant background value. Up to ⌊N/D⌋ couples for each element of B are
considered at the same time, thus approximating a multi-modal probability distribution.
In this way, the problem of modeling waves, gradual illumination changes, noise in sensor
data, and movement of small background elements can be addressed [BI12]. Indeed, the
adaptive number of couples for each pixel can model non-regular patterns that cannot be
associated with any predefined distribution (e.g., Gaussian). This is a different approxima-
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Algorithm 3 Foreground Computation.
Input: I, A
Output: Fmask
Data Structure: B
Initialize: ∀ i, j Fmask (i, j) = 1
for each color value v of pixel p ∈ I do
if |B(i, j)| 6= ⊘ then
for each couple T := {c, f (c)} ∈ B(i, j) do
if |v − c| < A then
Fmask (i, j) ← 0
break;

tion with respect to the popular Mixture of Gaussians approach [SG99, KB01, Ziv04], since
the “discretization” of the unknown background distribution is obtained considering each
BG point as composed by a varying number of couples {c, f (c)} without attempting to force
the found values to fit in a predefined distribution.
Fmask is computed according to the thresholding mechanism shown in Alg. 3, where
|B(i, j)| denotes the number of couples in B(i, j), with |B(i, j) = ⊘| = 0. The use of a set
of couples instead of a single BG value makes IMBS robust with respect to the choice of
the parameter A, since a pixel that presents a variation in the color values larger than A
will be modeled by a set of contiguous couples.
The first BG model is built after R = N P ms, then new BG models, independent from
the previous ones, are built continuously every R ms. The independence of each BG model
is a key aspect of the algorithm, since it permits to adapt to fast changing environments
avoiding error propagation and it does not affect the accuracy for slow changing ones.
Moreover, the on-line model creation mechanism allows for avoiding to store the N scene
samples, that is the main drawback of the non-recursive BS techniques [Pic04].
An Illumination Controller module manages sudden illumination changes. N and P
values are reduced (N ′ = N/2 and P ′ = P/3) if the percentage of foreground pixels in
Fmask is above a certain threshold (e.g., 50 %), in order to speed up the creation of a new
BG model. To further increase the speed of the algorithm, the foreground computation can
be paralleled, dividing the FG mask in horizontal slices.

1.3.2

Noise Removal

In the maritime domain, when BS is adopted to compute the foreground mask, sun reflections on the water surface and shadows generated by boats (and sometimes buildings, as in
Fig. 1.7) can affect the foreground image producing false positives. In order to deal with the
erroneously classified foreground pixels, that can deform the shape of the detected objects,
a noise suppression module is required. In the following, two possible solutions for dealing
with reflections and shadows are described.
Reflections

In order to characterize reflections (see Fig. 1.6), a region level analysis based on the HSV
color space can be carried out. As reported in [HH09] and [RMH04], the H, S, and V
components in a reflective surface assume specific values through which it is possible to
model, detect, and describe these particular surfaces.
Hue specifies the base color, while the other two values of saturation and brightness (or
value) specify intensity and lightness of the color. For a reflective surface the H component
assumes similar values of subtractive colors (e.g., cyan, yellow, and magenta), that are more
likely to reflect sun lights than dark primary colors (e.g., red, green and blue). Instead,
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FIGURE 1.6 Reflection suppression example. Original frame (left), foreground extraction without reflection removal (center), and with reflection suppression (right).

saturation and brightness respectively assume low and high values in the range [0..1].
However, through these information it is impossible to characterize the behavior of a
single reflections. Indeed, the saturation does not assume low values, but it has the same
behavior of the brightness. Therefore, the analysis can be limited to the brightness component. Starting from the RGB values of the video sequence in input, an HSV conversion is
carried out to overcome the information loss due to the image compression. The conversion
is computed according to [GMG12]:



g−b


60
×
mod 360


imax − imin 




b−r
mod 360
H = 60 × 2 +

i
max − imin 





r−b

60 × 4 +
mod 360
imax − imin
 i
max − imin


imax + imin
S=

 imax − imin
2 − imax − imin
V =

if imax = r
if imax = g

(1.1)

if imax = b

l < 0.5
(1.2)
l ≥ 0.5

imax − imin
2

(1.3)

where:
imax = max(r, g, b), imin = min(r, g, b) and 0 ≤ r, g, b ≤ 1
IMBS makes a region analysis of the image parts detected as foreground (blobs). For each
region (blob) a percentage based on the evaluation of the brightness of each point is calculated, in order to establish if the blob has been generated by reflections. Given a blob, all
the pixel p for which the following condition hold
V >θ

(1.4)

are considered affected by reflections. If the percentage of such points with respect to the
total points of the blob under analysis is greater than a predefined threshold ω, than the
region (i.e., the blob) is classified as a reflection area and filtered out. The parameters θ
and ω are defined by the user and in our experiments we set θ = 0.7 and ω = 60%.
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FIGURE 1.7 Shadow suppression example. Original frame (left), foreground extraction without shadow
removal (center), and with shadow suppression (right). The shadows in the red box are correctly removed.

Shadows

To detect and suppress shadows, IMBS adopts a pixel-level strategy that is a slight modification of the HSV based method proposed by Cucchiara et al. in [CGPP03].
Let I c (i, j), c = {H, S, V } be the HSV color values for the pixel (i, j) of the input frame
and BTc (i, j) the HSV values for the couple T ∈ B(i, j). The shadow mask M value for each
foreground point is:

M (i, j) =



1








0

V

≤β ∧
if ∃ T : α ≤ BI V (i,j)
T (i,j)
S
S
|I (i, j) − BT (i, j)| ≤ τS ∧
|I H (i, j) − BTH (i, j)| ≤ τH
otherwise

(1.5)

The parameters α, β, τS , τH are user defined and can be found experimentally. In all the
experiments showed in this paper α = 0.75, β = 1.15, τS = 30, and τH = 40. Setting β to a
value slightly greater than 1 permits to filter out light reflections.
It is worth to note that shadow suppression is essential for increasing the accuracy of
the algorithm. The HSV analysis can effectively remove the errors introduced by a dynamic
background, since it is a more stable color space with respect to RGB [ZBC02].
After the removal of the shadow pixels, a Ffiltered binary image is obtained (see Fig. 1.7).
It can be further refined by exploiting the opening and closing morphological operators. The
former is particularly useful for filtering out the noise left by the shadow suppression process,
the latter is used to fill internal holes and small gaps.
Wakes

Optical Flow (OF) can be used to filter out false positives due to wakes. OF correlates two
consecutive frames, providing for every feature which is present in both the frames a motion
vector (including direction, versus, and value) that is not null if the position of the feature
in the two frames is different.
We used the OpenCV implementation of the pyramidal Lucas-Kanade OF algorithm
[yB00, ST94], that generates a sparse map (see the left side of Figure 1.9), to obtain the
OF points. The points in the map are associated to one of four predefined directions and
are characterized by a color. Thus, the OF map consists in a set of colored points in which
different colors indicate different moving directions.
Calculating the OF can be useful when a boat has a long wake on the back. An example
of a false detection error is reported in Fig. 1.8a. The initial number of FG points (Fig.
1.8b) is over estimated with respect to the real one. Since the direction for each OF point is
known, it is possible to cluster (details can be found in [ST94]) the OF points (Fig. 1.8c) in
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FIGURE 1.8 Example of optical flow (OF) use to deal with boat wakes. a) False positives caused by
boat wakes. b) The blob in the foreground image is much bigger than the real boat. c) Optical flow mask.
d) By clustering the points of the blob on the basis of the direction of the OF points, the boat can be
distinguished from the wakes obtaining a correct detection.

FIGURE 1.9

An example of ghost observation solved by clustering the optical flow points.

order to detect the biggest cluster that corresponds to the boat and to discard the outliers
corresponding to the water waves (Fig. 1.8d).
OF analysis also helps in detecting false positives due to changes in the background
geometry. Not moving (e.g., parked boats) or slow objects (e.g., gondolas) can be included
incorrectly in the background, producing the so called ghost observations (i.e., false positives
are generated when the static object that has been absorbed in the BG model starts to
move). Although the background model can be corrupted by those elements, it is possible
to filter out them by analyzing the OF points. Indeed, since ghosts do not produce motion,
their OF is null and can be filtered out (see the example in Fig. 1.9).
However, this post-processing analysis based on OF has also some limitations. It fails
when a boat is involved in particular maneuvers. As an example, when a boat turns around
itself, the optical flow may detect different directions for the different parts of the boat
(e.g., one for the prow and another for the stern), leading to a wrong suppression for
that observation. Nevertheless, from an analysis of the performance of the BS process on
many live video streams from a real application scenario [BI09], it is possible to state that
situations where optical flow worsen the performance of the segmentation process are very
limited, with respect to the advantages it introduces.
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FIGURE 1.10 Model update. a) A vaporetto enters the monitored scene and remains in the same
position over several frames. b) A blind update obtained by using the algorithm from [GMG12] implemented
in OpenCV. The model includes incorrectly the vaporetto as part of the scene background. c) IMBS model
update. The vaporetto is identified as a potential foreground region (grey pixels).

Algorithm 4 Model Update.
Input: Sk , Ffiltered
Output: F
Data Structure: B
for each pixel p ∈ Sk having color value v do
for each couple T := {c, f (c)} ∈ B(i, j) do
if Ffiltered (i, j) = 1 ∧ |v − c| ≤ A then
T is a f oreground couple

1.3.3

Model Update

Elgammal et al. in [EHD00] proposed two alternative strategies to update the background
1. Selective update. Only pixels classified as belonging to the background are updated.
2. Blind update. Every pixel in the background model is updated.
The selective (or conditional ) update improves the detection of the targets since foreground information are not added to the BG model, thus solving the problem of ghost
observations [CGPP03]. However, when using selective updating any incorrect pixel classification produces a persistent error since the BG model will never adapt to it.
Blind update does not suffer from this problem since no update decisions are taken, but
it has the disadvantage that the values not belonging to the background are added to the
model.
A different solution, aiming at solving the problems of both selective and blind update,
can be adopted. As shown in Alg. 4, given a scene sample Sk and the current foreground
mask after noise removal Ffiltered , if Ffiltered (i, j) = 1 and Sk (i, j) is associated to a couple
T in the BG model under development (namely, ∃ c ∈ B(i, j) : {|v − c| ≤ A}, where v is
the color value of Sk (i, j)), then T is labeled as a “foreground couple”. When computing
the foreground, if I(i, j) is associated with a foreground couple, then it is classified as a
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FIGURE 1.11

IMBS output for frames 1516 and 1545 of the water surface sequence [Wat].

FIGURE 1.12 IMBS results on the jug sequence [Jug]. a) Frame number 36. b) Foreground mask
obtained by using the approach presented in [ZS03]. c) Results obtained in [DMG08]. d) IMBS results.

potential foreground point. Such a solution allows for identifying regions of the scene that
represent not moving foreground objects, as shown in Fig. 1.10, where the pixel belonging
to a boat that stops for several frames are detected as potential foreground points.
The decision about including or not the potential foreground points as part of the
background is taken on the basis of a persistence map. If a pixel is classified as potential
foreground consecutively for a period of time longer than a predefined value (e.g., R/2 or 10
seconds), then it becomes part of the BG model. Furthermore, the labeling process provides
additional information to higher level modules (e.g., a visual tracking module) helping in
reducing ghost observations.

1.4

Results

Two well-known publicly available sequences involving water background, namely water
surface [Wat] and jug [Jug], have been used to to qualitatively test the results obtained
by IMBS. The two examples, that are shown in Fig. 1.11 and Fig. 1.12, demonstrate the
capacity of IMBS to correctly model the background in both the situations, extracting the
foreground masks with great accuracy.
To quantitatively test IMBS on water background, some of the video sequences available
in the MAR data set containing reflections have been used. The sequences come from a real
video surveillance system for the control of naval traffic in Venice [BI09].
IMBS has been compared with three BS algorithms implemented in the OpenCV Library
[Ope]: MOG [KB01], MOG2 [Ziv04], GMG [GMG12]. The scenes used for the comparison
present varying light conditions and different camera heights and positions. All the ten
ground truth frames, together with the results of the compared methods, are reported in
Fig. 1.13.
Table 1.2 reports the results in terms of false negatives (the number of foreground
points detected as background, FN) and false positives (the number of background points
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FIGURE 1.13 IMBS qualitative comparison with OpenCV BS algorithms. The first two columns illustrate the analyzed frame and the ground truth, respectively. The remaining columns show the foreground
obtaining by using OpenCV algorithms and IMBS method (last two columns).

detected as foreground, FP). IMBS has been analyzed both with (column IMBS*) and
without (column IMBS) the activation of the reflection suppression mechanism. The results
show the effectiveness of the IMBS approach, that performs better than the other considered
methods in terms of total error.
To further validate the IMBS approach, three additional metrics have been considered
• F-measure
• Detection Rate
• False Alarm Rate
F-measure is computed as shown in [VCWL12]:
n

F-measure =

1 X P reci × Reci
2
n i=1 P reci + Reci

(1.6)
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TABLE 1.2
Seq.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

A comparison of IBMS with OpenCV methods on the MAR data set.

Error
f. neg.
f.pos.
tot. e.
f. neg.
f.pos.
tot. e.
f. neg.
f.pos.
tot. e.
f. neg.
f.pos.
tot. e.
f. neg.
f.pos.
tot. e.
f. neg.
f.pos.
tot. e.
f. neg.
f.pos.
tot. e.
f. neg.
f.pos.
tot. e.
f. neg.
f.pos.
tot. e.
f. neg.
f.pos.
tot. e.
Tot. Err.

TABLE 1.3
Measure
F-measure
DR
FAR

MOG
14418
15595
30013
80959
7432
88391
29659
5153
34812
45634
9339
54973
72158
5730
77888
46741
1825
48566
35130
25394
60524
80959
7432
88391
16384
5677
22061
16707
666
17373
522.992

MOG2
6106
514082
520188
11910
141628
153538
4761
207511
212272
9759
151342
161101
9946
151103
161049
7197
153352
160549
9225
361048
370273
11910
141628
153538
1011
182025
183036
10337
97782
108119
2.183.663

GMG
1152
108899
110051
22252
43820
66072
13416
35204
48620
17148
40220
57368
45873
43661
89534
26856
13102
39958
10574
76184
86758
22252
43820
66072
3568
37908
41476
15499
9298
24797
630.706

IMBS
3625
46272
49897
9077
25259
34336
8526
34219
42745
9848
34301
44149
25162
44640
69802
7265
13005
20270
7682
53041
60723
9077
25259
34336
1135
24989
26124
1807
11831
13638
396.020

IMBS*
5061
30058
35119
9604
23306
32910
11161
44587
55748
10153
29516
39669
21567
21131
42698
10311
10020
20331
7279
24729
32367
7638
24729
32367
1060
20676
21736
1737
11549
13286
348.985

Computation of F-measure, Detection Rate and False Alarm Rate.
MOG
0.72
0.26
0.34

MOG2
0.70
0.84
0.78

GMG
0.77
0.67
0.55

IMBS
0.85
0.83
0.41

IMBS*
0.86
0.84
0.37

where i represents the current frame, T P the true positives observations, T N the true
negatives ones, and
P reci (P ) = T Pi / (T Pi + F Pi )
Reci (P ) = T Pi / (T Pi + F Ni ) ;
P reci (N ) = T Ni / (T Ni + F Ni )
Reci (N ) = T Ni / (T Ni + F Pi ) ;
Reci = (1/2) (Reci (P ) + Reci (N )) ; P reci = (1/2) (P reci (P ) + P reci (N ))
Detection Rate (DR) and False Alarm Rate (F AR) are computed as follows.
DR =

TP
TP + FN

(1.7)

FP
TP + FP

(1.8)

F AR =

Table 1.3 shows the results in terms of F-measure, DR and F AR obtained by using the
ten ground truth in Fig. 1.13.
The computational speed of the algorithm has been tested with different sequences coming from publicly available data sets [Wal, ATO, MAR] and with multiple frame dimensions.
The results obtained by using a single-thread implementation are reported in Table 1.4 and
show the real-time performance of the proposed approach. It is worth noting that, for all
the test sequences, IMBS parameters have been set as: A = 12, N = 30, D = 2, P = 500
ms, and the OF map has not been activated.
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TABLE 1.4 IMBS computational speed in
terms of frame per seconds.
Data
Wallflower [Wal]
ATON [ATO]
MAR [MAR]
MAR
MAR
MAR

1.5

Frame Dim.
160 × 120
320 × 240
320 × 240
640 × 480
1024 × 768
1280 × 960

FPS
115
70
38.6
22.4
12
9.4

Conclusions

In this chapter, the use of background subtraction (BS) for detecting moving objects in the
maritime domain has been discussed.
Maritime domain is a challenging scenario for automatic video surveillance, due to its
inherently dynamic background. Indeed, waves on the water surface, boat wakes, weather
issues (such as heavy rain), gradual and sudden illumination variations (e.g., clouds), motion
changes (e.g., camera jitter), modification of the background geometry (e.g., parked boats),
and reflections can provoke false positives.
A fast and robust background subtraction algorithm, specifically conceived for being
effective in maritime scenarios, has been proposed to deal with the above issues. It has
been quantitatively compared by using data coming from a real system [BI09]. The data
are publicly available from the MAR - Maritime Activity Recognition data set [MAR].
Thanks to an on-line clustering algorithm to create the model and a conditional update
mechanism, the method can achieve good accuracy while maintaining real-time performance.
The accuracy of the foreground detection is increased by a noise suppression module,
that can deal with reflections on the water surface, shadows, and boat wakes.
The results of the comparison with several other state-of-the art methods implemented
in the well-known OpenCV library demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach.
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